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For majority of software authors who are programming and coding, they may not know how to
promote their product in the market. Nowadays, you know that the links are essential for one who is
ready to sell their products on the Internet, then how to get more links, how to obtain better sales?

The more exposure can bring more sales. Therefore you should make sure to update listings and
information which would also provide better optimization when links can make its way back to your
website via links you obtain from download sites.

In my eyes, the best way to gain more links and sales is simply submit PAD file to download sites,
directories and many other targeted resources rather than posting software by hand. Submitting to a
PAD site is equal to posting a software package for listing. Then what is PAD? A PAD is really a file
where you put all the information in a standardized format, and which software designers submit to
the different sites online. It consists of details on the file sites, the download URL, relevant key
phrases, company information, contact information along with other data regarding your site.

To be frank, there is no more time for you to do manual submission; you know thousands of sites
are waiting for you to submit designed software. Obviously the most efficient method is using
submission software. However, when it comes to submission software, it is extremely a mixed
market. My suggestion is PAD Submit Worker.

Compare to the manual submission previously, this way is simply much more effective. With it, the
sales of software skyrocketed. Then how such a fantastic tool can do for you? First, it will help you
create a PAD file that almost includes all the information of the software which means it is also a
good PAD generator. Then it is submission which is very easy, but here I advise you to complete
some special site settings since this will directly boost the rate of effective submission. Also the filter
(including Google PR, Alexa, support system, languages and so on) can make you choose sites you
need to submit simply. In addition, it is oriented towards professional shareware vendors and is
made with the following goals in mind:

Minimize the chances of being banned by the Download Sites for breaking their submission rules or
for creating duplicate accounts or the listings.

Attain the maximum possible quantity of publications.

Offer accurate information about your product to the download sites.

Significantly get more traffic of your site and enhance its ranking on search engines.

Finally, if you really want to get more sales, then no hesitation, action!
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the best way. Want to get more sales? No  hesitation, a PAD generator!
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